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Abstract—Real world measurement noise in applications like
robotics is often correlated in time, but we typically assume
i.i.d. Gaussian noise for filtering. We propose general Gaussian
Processes as a non-parametric model for correlated measure-
ment noise that is flexible enough to accurately reflect time-
correlated measurement noise, yet simple enough to enable
efficient computation. We show that this model accurately reflects
the measurement noise resulting from vision-based Simultaneous
Localization and Mapping (SLAM), and argue that it provides
a flexible means of modeling measurement noise for a wide
variety of sensor systems and perception algorithms. We then
extend existing results for Kalman filtering with autoregressive
processes to more general Gaussian Processes, and demonstrate
the improved performance of our approach.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Motivation
Robotic systems often rely on advanced perception algo-
rithms and complex sensor suites. Such perception algorithms
provide measurements of position, velocity, and other relevant
quantities, but the associated measurement noise is often
correlated in time. Traditional Kalman filtering assumes white
i.i.d. Gaussian measurement noise, and as such is not optimal
for these applications.
To address this gap, we propose using general (non-white)
Gaussian Processes (GPs) as a non-parametric noise model
that can capture the correlation present in these perception
systems. As a Bayesian non-parametric model, GPs can cap-
ture a wide variety of qualitative behaviors. They are direct
generalizations of the commonly used independent Gaussian
and AR(p) noise models. At the same time, they retain
many desirable computational properties, as they are based
on multivariate Gaussian distributions, for which many mature
mathematical and computational techniques exist.
B. Related Work
Most existing work on filtering with correlated measurement
noise has focused on using autoregressive (AR) noise models.
Bryson Jr and Henrikson [1] provide the earliest work on
optimal filtering with an AR(1) noise model, taking a state
augmentation approach to transform the problem into one of
Kalman filtering with white noise. More recently, Petovello
et al. [11] provided an alternative approach for AR(1) noise
models using a “time-differencing” approach.
Much recent research has focused on extending these ap-
proaches (state augmentation and time-differencing) to more
general noise models. AR(p) and autoregressive moving av-
erage (ARMA) models were studied in [6], [10] and [8]. [2]
proved the theoretical equivalence of the time-differencing and
state augmentation approaches. They note that accounting for
correlation in the noise both improves the resulting estimate
and results in more conservative error convariances, a measure
of uncertainty in the estimate. We find a similar effect in this
work for the case of GP measurement noise.
A common approach to filtering with observations perturbed
by correlated noise is to use a pre-whitening filter. In particular,
given measurments z = x + v, where v ∼ N (0,Σ) and
Σ has off-diagonal elements, we might apply a prewhitening
transformation U such that Uv ∼ N (0, UΣUT ) and UΣUT
is diagonal.
To use this approach, however, we need to have access to
all of the measurements z first. In robotics applications, these
measurements a stream of data coming in in real time. At
each step, we need to update our state estimate using the
latest measurement. The prewhitening approach would require
re-computing the transformation U at each timestep as new
measurements arrive and z increases in size, which might be
computationally prohibitive.
Instead, we take our inspiration from [8], which provides a
recursive algorithm for optimal filtering for AR(p) measure-
ment noise, which is derived directly as the minimum mean
squared error (MMSE) linear filter. This formulation allows us
to analytically derive an optimal filter for the GP noise case
without resorting to state augmentation or prewhitening.
In the control literature, GPs have been used to model the
state transition and measurement functions, and new optimal
filtering techniques have been developed for such models [9,
4]. But to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to
propose using a general GP to model the measurement noise
itself.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. Kalman Filter
Kalman filtering is concerned with estimating the state of
the linear state-space model
xt+1 = Ftxt + wt
zt = Htxt + vt
(1)
where xt ∈ Rn is the underlying state and zt ∈ Rm are noisy
observations. wt ∼ N (0,Wt) and vt ∼ N (0, Vt) represent
the process and measurement noise respectively. The classical
Kalman filter assumes that wt and vt are white and mutually
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uncorrelated. That is,
E[vt, wt′ ] = 0 ∀ t, t′
E[wt, wt′ ] = Wtδ(t, t
′)
E[vt, vt′ ] = Vtδ(t, t
′)
where δ(i, j) is the Kronecker delta.
Given observation zk, the updated state estimate xˆk and
estimate covariance Pk ∈ Rn×n are calculated in two steps as
follows:
First, system (1) is used to update the estimate and propa-
gate the uncertainty in the estimate.
xˆ−k = Fk−1xˆk−1
P−k = Fk−1Pk−1F
T
k−1 +Wk
Then, the measurement zk is used to refine this estimate and
the associated covariance.
Kk = P
−
k H
T
k [Vk +HkP
−
k H
T
k ]
−1
xˆk = xˆ
−
k +Kk(zk −Hkxˆ−k )
Pk = (I −KkHk)P−k
B. Gaussian Process
A Gaussian Process (GP) is a random process where every
subset is a multivariate Gaussian random vector. GPs can be
uniquely specified with a mean function µ(t) and a covariance
function k(t, t′) as follows:
x ∼ GP(µ(t), k(t, t′)) (2)
xt1
xt2
...
xtN
 ∼ N (µ,K) (3)
where [µ]ti = µ(ti) and K is the Gram matrix defined such
that [K]i,j = k(ti, tj). In most cases, the mean function is
assumed to be zero.
Gaussian Processes are an example of a Bayesian Non-
parametric model, in the sense that the parameters µ and
K are not specified directly, but rather determined by the
hyperparameters of µ(t) and k(t, t′). Such hyperparameters
can be determined from data using Bayesian techniques [7].
For example, one commonly used Kernel function is the
squared exponential, or RBF, kernel
k(t, t′) = exp(
‖t− t′‖2
2l2
) (4)
The RBF kernel is characterized by a lengthscale l, which
(intuitively) regulates how close the indices (t, t′) must be
for xt and xt′ to be closely correlated. GPs with RBF
kernels give rise to functions that are infinitely differentiable.
Other kernel functions, such as the popular Mate´rn class of
kernels, describe less smooth functions, while others yet model
periodic correlations [12].
For a more comprehensive view of Gaussian processes,
kernel functions, and their applications, we refer the interested
reader to [13, 12].
III. GAUSSIAN PROCESSES AS NOISE MODEL
A growing body of work in the control systems community
has focused on Gaussian processes for system identification
of stochastic systems. In this section, we propose Gaussian
Processes as a flexible model of correlated measurement noise.
Specifically, we consider a modification of System (1) such
that rather than being uncorrelated in time, vt is drawn from
a zero-mean Gaussian Process:
vt ∼ GP(0, k(t, t′)). (5)
This formulation has a good deal of expressive power, as
GPs can model a wide range of qualitative behaviors [12, 13].
This flexibility suggests that GPs can accurately model noise
for a wide variety of sensor configurations and perception
algorithms. Furthermore, the GP noise model generalizes both
the common independent Gaussian noise model and the popu-
lar AR(p) model [3]. At the same time, GPs are simple enough
to maintain useful computational properties, since every subset
is a multivariate Gaussian.
A. Determining Model Hyperparameters
Much as a traditional independent Gaussian noise model
requires determining a value of the covariance parameter Vt,
using GPs as a noise model requires the specification of a
kernel function, either from prior knowledge or from data. In
this section, we demonstrate how Bayesian techniques can be
used to determine a kernel’s hyperparameters from data.
GPs are an example of a Bayesian Non-parametric model
[13]. As such, we do not infer any parameters directly, but
rather reason about hyperparameters φ. These hyperparameters
characterize the kernel function, and can give rise to a wide
variety of qualitative behaviors.
To obtain posterior inference on the hyperparameters
φ, we must consider the likelihood f(v|φ) where v =
[vT0 , v
T
1 , . . . ]
T . The log likelihood is given by
log f(v|φ) = −1
2
vTK−1v v −
1
2
log |Kv| − n
2
log 2pi (6)
where
Kv =
k(t1, t1) k(t2, t1) . . .... . . .
k(tn, t1) k(tn, tn)

is specified according to the hyperparameters φ [12].
Given this log likelihood function, we can use Bayes rule
to determine the posterior disribution of the hyperparameters
φ:
f(φ|v) ∝ f(v|φ)f(φ). (7)
B. Case Study: RGBDSLAM
In this case study, rather than finding the exact posterior
distribution of the hyperparameters, we simply maximize the
likelihood given in (6), a technique known as ML-II [12].
We model the noise vt as being drawn from a zero-mean
stationary and isotropic GP. Specifically, we assume that the
(a) Best-fit (ML-II) Gaussian Process noise model with exponential
kernel. (b) Best-fit (Maximum a-postiori) i.i.d. Gaussian noise model.
Fig. 1: Actual measurement noise (x,y,z) from RGBDSLAM [5] (top) compared to samples from a corresponding noise model.
The Gaussian Process model captures autocorrelation in the noise, leading to error dynamics that are qualitatively similar to
the actual error, while the typically i.i.d. Gaussian model does not account this autocorrelation.
measurement noise on each axis, (x,y,z), is drawn from the
same underlying process with an exponential kernel,
k(r) = σ2exp(−r
l
). (8)
The exponential kernel is a special case of the Matern
kernel with degrees of freedom ν = 1/2. Functions drawn
from a GP with an exponential kernel are once differentiable
and correspond to the Ornstein-Ulenback (OU) process. The
OU process describes a random walk which tends to return
to the mean: intuitively reasonable behavior when considering
localization error.
RGBD-SLAM [5] is a standard SLAM algorithm that takes
as input measurements from a RGB-D camera and outputs
an estimated position and orientation. As a case study, we
run RGBDSLAM on the “freiburg1 room” scenario from the
TUM-vision dataset [14]. ML-II yields hyperparameter values
of σ2 = 1.2 × 10−3 and l = 135. The results (N = 100) are
shown in Figure 1a.
We can quantify the auto-correlation present in the actual
tracking error with the use of an autocorrelation function
(ACF) plot, which essentially displays the sample autocorrela-
tion for different timesteps (lags). An ACF plot for the y-axis
error from RGBDSLAM and an ACF plot for i.i.d. Gaussian
noise are shown in Figure 2.
IV. KALMAN FILTERING WITH GP MEASUREMENT NOISE
Given a complex perception system (such as RGBDSLAM
or AprilTags) that provides noisy observations, we may wish
to make an optimal estimate of the robots’s state. A classical
approach at this point would be to use a Kalman filter; how-
ever, as demonstrated above, the noisy observations produced
by today’s advanced perception algorithms contain significant
autocorrelation. This noise is thus better modeled by Gaussian
Processes than by the i.i.d. Gaussian noise assumed by the
Kalman filter. In this section, we derive a linear unbiased es-
timator of the state xt given observations Zt = [z1 z2 . . . zt]T
that is optimal in the mean-square-error (MSE) sense.
We take as our starting point the following standard interme-
diate result (stated as found in [8]) from proving the optimality
of the Kalman filter:
Theorem 1. Regardless of time correlation in vt, the optimal
estimate of xt, xˆt, is given by
xˆ−t = Ft−1xˆt−1 (9)
P−t = Ft−1Pt−1F
T
t−1 +Wt (10)
xˆt = xˆ
−
t +Kt(zt − zˆt) (11)
Pt = P
−
t −KtJTt (12)
where
zˆt = E[zt] + Cov(zt, Zt−1)V ar(Zt)−1(Zt−1 − E[Zt−1]),
Lt = V ar(zt) + Cov(zt, Zt−1)V ar(Zt)−1Cov(Zt−1, zt),
Jt = P
−
t H
T
t ,
Kt = JtL
−1
t .
Note that in the case of i.i.d. measurement noise
Cov(zt, Zt) = 0, zˆt = Htxˆ−t , and we recover the traditional
Kalman filter.
For the case of Gaussian Process noise, we proceed as
follows. Note that
E[Zt] = E[
 ztzt−1
...
] =
 Htxˆ
−
t
Ht−1xˆ−t−1
...
 , (13)
(a) Autocorrelation function plot for RGBDSLAM data (b) Autocorrelation function plot for i.i.d. Gaussian data
Fig. 2: Actual data from RGBDSLAM shows significant sample autocorrelation, while (simulated) i.i.d. Gaussian data shows
close to none.
Cov(zt, Zt−1) = Cov(Zt−1, zt)T = [k(t, t+1) k(t, t+2) . . . ],
(14)
and
V ar(Zt) = V ar(
 ztzt−1
...
) =
HtP
−
t H
T
t 0 . . .
0 Ht−1P−t−1H
T
t−1
...
. . .
+
 k(t, t) k(t, t+ 1) . . .k(t+ 1, t) k(t+ 1, t+ 1)
...
. . .
 . (15)
With this, we can compute Lt, Jt, and zˆt. The optimal
estimate of the state xt is thus given by (11), and its associated
error covariance by (12).
A. Practical Kalman Filtering
The procedure above gives the optimal estimate, which
we now denote xˆ∗t , but this estimate depends on the whole
history of observations Zt. Furthermore, this approach requires
inverting V ar(Zt), a t × t matrix which grows at every
timestep. To avoid this increasing complexity, we propose to
consider only a truncated version of the measurement history,
Zˆt = [zt−N+1 zt−N+2 . . . zt].
By considering only this “window” of N measurements, we
can still compute an estimate xˆt using (11,12) and replacing
Zt with Zˆt. But this time, the size of V ar(Zˆt) is fixed at
(N ×N).
Furthermore, using a fixed size window allows us to take
advantage of the structure of (15) to more efficiently compute
an estimate. Specifically, given a kernel function k(·, ·) and a
window length N we can precompute
A−1 =
 k(t, t) k(t, t+ 1) . . .k(t+ 1, t) k(t+ 1, t+ 1)
...
. . .

−1
.
Note that we can decompose the other term in V ar(Zˆ) asHtP
−
t H
T
t 0 . . .
0 Ht−1P−t−1H
T
t−1
...
. . .
 = UV =
 HtP
−
t
Ht−1P−t−1
...
 [HTt HTt−1 . . .] .
We can then use the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury matrix
inversion lemma to compute V ar(Zˆ)−1 as follows:
V ar(Zˆ)−1 = (A+ UCV )−1 =
A−1 −A−1U(Im×m + V A−1U)−1V A−1.
Remark 1. V ar(Zˆ) is an Nn × Nn matrix, and thus com-
puting V ar(Zˆ)−1 directly is an O((Nn)3) process. But if
we precompute A−1 and use the matrix inversion lemma as
described above, we only need to compute the inverse of
I + V A−1U , an m ×m matrix, at each timestep. Using this
technique renders the complexity of calculating xˆt linear in
the size of the history window, i.e. O(N). In practice, this
means that we can choose quite a large N without worrying
about computational speed.
From an engineering perspective, there is tradeoff that
regulates the choice of the size of the window N . Choosing a
larger N generally results in better performance, since more
observations are taken into account. At the same time, a larger
(a) Kalman Filter (b) Our filter with full history
(c) Our filter with N=2 (d) Our filter with N=5
Fig. 3: Comparison of filtering paradigms for estimating a scalar value via noisy observations drawn from a Gaussian Process
(Matern kernel, lengthscale 5).
N increases the complexity of computing the estimate xˆt,
though as stated above, this complexity is only O(N).
One option for choosing N would be to choose the largest
possible N that allows for realtime computation of the state
estimate. A more insightful way might be to note that most
kernel functions decay as t′− t increases, leading to behavior
like that shown in Figure 2a. By setting some correlation
threshold, we might choose some minimum coorelation kmin
and choose N such that we neglect only those observations
so far in the past that their correlation is below the threshold,
i.e.,
min N
s.t. k(t, t+ l) < kmin ∀ l ≥ N.
An alternative heuristic would be to start the estimation
by using all available estimates Zt, and determine N on-the-
fly based on the error covariance Pt. When Pt falls below a
certain threshold, we set N and start moving the window of
observations Zˆt. Since the error covariance generally decreases
over time, this heuristic allows us to choose of N in terms of
the filtering error.
V. EXAMPLE
As a simple example, consider estimating a scalar value
from observations perturbed by noise drawn from a GP
(Matern Kernel, lengthscale of 5), as shown in Figure 3.
Using the Kalman filter (or equivalently, our filter with
N = 1) results in an overly optimistic estimate that follows
the observations too closely: the assumption of uncorrelated
noise leads to overaggressive following of the observations.
Additionally, the error covariance Pt (represented by the green
shaded region) seems to be too small.
Using our filter with the full full history Zt causes the
estimate to follow the observations less closely and converge
more steadily to the true value, but the computation is signif-
icantly slower, since this requires inverting matrices as large
as (100× 100).
With a truncated history Zˆt, using as few as N = 2 steps
already shows a marked improvement in performance. The
resulting estimate with N = 5 is virtually indistinguishable
from the optimal estimate. This suggests that the GP length-
scale hyperparameter may be yet another useful heuristic for
choosing how many steps of history to account for.
VI. CONCLUSION
We presented general Gaussian Processes as a flexible
model of measurement noise. We showed that advanced sensor
systems and perception algorithms such as RGBDSLAM pro-
duce measurement errors that are highly correlated in time, and
well modeled by GPs. We derived an optimal Kalman filter for
the case of general Gaussian Process noise, and demonstrated
in simulation that accounting for autocorrelations in measure-
ment noise via a GP model leads to superior performance.
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